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Background
EHealth apps and wearables can be useful tools to help lifestyle-professionals in their work. They can support their clients’ self-management activities for a healthy lifestyle¹. The aim of this explorative study was to gather experiences and identify barriers and facilitators for using these technologies.

Methods
Data were collected via semi-structured interviews with:
- lifestyle-professionals (n=10);
- clients with diabetes (n=8);
- clients with heart rhythm disorders (n=8).

Interview topics:
- goal and motivation of app use and wearables;
- experiences;
- barriers and facilitators.

Results lifestyle-professionals
For the professionals the use of apps to support their clients was relatively new. They used Virtuagym, MyWellness, Myfitnesspal and the ‘Eetmeter’ app amongs others. Reasons for using apps were to increase their clients’ knowledge and motivation and to provide self-management support.

“...It could work as a reassurance to some extent, in the sense that you can quantify what happens to your body, e.g. heart rate or blood pressure. (...) In such a month you are mainly focusing on ‘do I feel okay?’, which is very subjective. If you can assess that a bit in numbers, than you can hold on to that.”

Some clients with a heart rhythm disorder used a heart rate or step counter app/activity tracker (n=5, 63%). They would use an app for reassurance, gaining self-confidence and for limiting symptoms of arrhythmia.

“...You can immediately view on the start screen what your blood values were in the last 24 hours and you can weekly or monthly see what you have been eating and what your values were.”

Both groups of clients did not often use an app or wearable specifically for their condition. However, they saw the potential.

Conclusion
Professionals and clients see the potential of apps and wearables in supporting an active lifestyle. However, they are not yet widely used due to barriers such as limitations of current apps and concerns about the use by clients. Future research ideas:
- Gain more insight into the factors that explain the acceptance and use of these technologies for both professionals and clients.
- Finding out how professionals can be supported in using apps and wearables.
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